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Property Summary 

Description of Intent 
Kylie and Shane Sankey purchased their block at 26 Lancefield-Woodend Rd, Lancefield five years 

ago, with a vision to make it a farming home for their large family as well as their, and their clients, 

horses. Their ambition is to establish a farming business based on horse breeding and racehorse 

spelling. Shane also services the local farming community as an earthworks and heavy machinery 

contractor and this property would also act as a central location for housing this equipment.   

The family is well established in the district, being ‘locals’ for over 25 years. Shane and Kylie have 

been involved in countless local community projects as contractors, as well as being enthusiastic 

volunteers in various community groups and sports clubs in the region. 

Kylie has been involved with horses all her life and wishes to put this knowledge and experience to 

work on her own racehorse spelling business. The property lends itself to this enterprise, being 

gently undulating and with quality soils and pastures suited to the grazing of horses. Kylie has strong 

links to the Thoroughbred racing industry in the area, having worked in stables and on stud farms in 

the region since the mid-80’s. Kylie’s extensive experience includes time as a track rider at the 

Kyneton Racecourse, strapper at Blue Ribbon Bloodstock in Woodend and six years employed by 

John Meagher (trainer of ‘What a Nuisance’ 1985 Melbourne Cup winner) at Huntly Lodge as a track 

rider and strapper. Her current employment is with Spring Mount Stud where she assists with foaling 

mares and general stud work. Kylie is also breeds a small number of Quarterhorses for training and 

sale. These animals are currently agisted off the property due to the lack of supervision and previous 

horse losses experienced due to not living on the site.  

At the time of inspection, there was evidence of the impact of a significant storm that had done 

damage on the property 18 months ago. A shed had been destroyed, trees uprooted, fences 

damaged and horses injured, including a valuable broodmare and a young horse that had to be 

destroyed. As the family was not living on the property at the time, and the storm cell was very 

small, the damage was localised and the animal injuries and infrastructure damage were not 

immediately identified by the Sankey’s, who were notified of the impact by neighbours. This resulted 

in both animal welfare concerns and increased the financial impact of the storm for the Sankeys. 

This incident has further motivated them to live on the property to ensure they are on site to deal 

with any similar issues in the future. Three horses owned by the Sankey’s are currently agisted at 

other supervised facilities rather than their own property due to lack of monitoring and presence on 

site. Given also that Kylie is planning to expand the use of the property into the spelling of valuable 

racehorses for clients, living on site to manage the animals care is essential. The business is ready to 

commence once the infrastructure is in place with client relationships already established for both 

spelling and training. 

To assist them in achieving their vision, they have teamed with Plan-It Rural to support them with 

property design, and environmental management advice, including ongoing support to ensure they 

meet the requirements of any future 173 agreement.  

To ensure that the capacity of the property is increased to meet these ambitions, Kylie and Shane 

are planning a comprehensive agricultural development of the site, including dwelling, stables, 

arena, spelling yards, rotational grazing system, soil improvement and revegetation program. The 

property has not received investment in these assets for many years.  
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This is all to be achieved with good environmental conscience, striving for best practice in soil 

conservation, biodiversity and vegetation management. There is also an awareness of the property’s 

place in the broader landscape, both from an environmental and community/social perspective. 

Property Description 
Note: Please click the following links for interactive aerial mapping of the property and surrounds.  

https://www.mapsmadeeasy.com/maps/public/7ab61209f536440a8abb1954c003fe7b 

 
The traditional owners of the property are the Wurundjeri people.  

The property is approximately 5.3 kms southwest of Lancefield and 20.7 kms northeast of Woodend. 

It is close to both the Calder Fwy and the Melbourne-Lancefield rd, and to the Woodend railway 

stations, so has excellent transport links. This lot forms part of a rural neighbourhood with similar 

sized adjoining lots. It is situated with views of the surrounding landscape quintessential to the area 

which will be capitalized upon through the design and orientation of the residence and outbuildings.  

The property is located in the Farming Zone and is unaffected by any overlays or Aboriginal cultural 

heritage protections.  

The nominated building site for the property is sensitive to the somewhat limited biodiversity assets 

on the property, which will be substantially improved as a part of the farm development. No native 

trees will be removed in this development.  

The property is gently undulating, with some low lying areas prone to waterlogging. This will be 

managed through the use of land class fencing to ensure grazing pressure can be applied 

appropriately and prevent stock access to waterlogged areas when wet to reduce the incidence of 

pugging and compaction. Areas around the dams on the site are particularly prone to waterlogging, 

especially around the over flows. For this reason, and for the protection of water quality, all dams on 

the property will be fenced out and water supply reticulated for the stock. These areas will be crash 

grazed in late Spring for fuel reduction purposes only. This waterlogging issue is further exacerbated 

at the front of the property by the inflow of an unnamed waterway to the site. 

There is little evidence of weed infestation other than the common annual weeds, such as thistles 

and cape weed. In the previously mentioned waterlogged area around the front dam on the 

property, there is some Salsify (Tragopogon porrifolius). This is actually an edible plant that is 

cultivated in gardens. It seems to have established in this swampy area which is particularly suited to 

it. It will be removed but is unlikely to offer significant weedy issues ongoing. There are a small 

number of established willows in this waterlogged area. Although technically a weed, they are 

offering substantial stock shelter and they have not shown signs of spreading. It is suggested, due to 

the low number of trees on the property, that these trees remain, at least until the proposed shelter 

belts and biodiversity plantings are established. 

The Ecological Vegetation Classes (EVC’s) on the property are of interest. You will see from the maps 

comparing the EVC’s from pre-1750 to today that the natural ecological characteristics of the area 

have been substantially impacted by previous farming practice in the region.  There are two different 

EVC’s across the property – a small pocket of Valley Grassy Forest towards the front of the property, 

predominantly around the front dam, then Herb Rich Foothill Forest across the balance of the block. 

These changes are evident in the landscape itself and are reflected in the topography changes across 

the site. These EVC’s will be respected when designing the revegetation program.  

https://www.mapsmadeeasy.com/maps/public/7ab61209f536440a8abb1954c003fe7b
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The stock and garden water for the property will primarily be sourced from tanks and the dams. The 

dams will have a solar pump to feed a header tank and reticulate the water via gravity feed 

throughout the property. Stock will not have direct access to the dams except for crash grazing and 

fuel reduction purposes in Spring.  

The majority of the property has been previously cleared. The grass cover is phalaris dominated with 

a general mix of introduced grasses and clovers. Few, if any, native grass species are present. No 

improvement in pastures or addition of lime or fertiliser appears to have taken place for some time. 

Good ground cover has been maintained with a light stocking rate.  

Interestingly the soil geology maps show that the southeast of the property is an unnamed 

colluvium, while the northwest of the property is Smokers Creek Volcanic Subgroup - mugearite lava.  

This is a relatively young and fertile soil geology (quaternary). The soil is kandosol. These soils are 

relatively robust and productive. They are very well suited to the proposed use. However care 

should still be taken that these soils are not set stocked, or ground cover removed at any time as 

they are still subject to wind and water erosion. They will be particularly prone to compaction if not 

managed well with suitable rotation and rest periods, and removal of stock when wet. This is 

particularly relevant to those areas of the property prone to waterlogging. 

There are few paddock trees scattered across the property. There are no shelter belts to slow wind 

across the farm and offer stock shelter. This plan proposes a comprehensive network of shelter belts 

to reduce wind speed, enhance stock productivity, protect soil moisture and ground cover, reduce 

erosion and create habitat for local flora and fauna. These plantings are networked across the 

property, taking a biolinked approach connecting the roadside vegetation to the water assets on the 

farm and traverse from boundary to boundary.  

Native fauna species expected on the property are kangaroos, wedge tailed eagles, echidnas, a 

variety of possums and a wide array of birds. The Valley Grassy Forest EVC can be home to 

significant species such as Long-nosed Bandicoots, Brush Tailed Phascogale and Barking Owl. The 

Herb-rich Foothill Forest can offer habitat to the Greater Glider, Southern Boobook, Tawny 

Frogmouth, Superb Lyrebird and Mountain Dragon. Snakes and wombats have already been 

observed on the property. Keeping an ongoing record of fauna and flora sightings is recommended. 

NatureShare is an excellent platform to record, share and verify identification of observations of 

both flora and fauna. (https://natureshare.org.au/)  

  

https://natureshare.org.au/
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Description of neighbouring landholdings. 
This lot forms part of a rural neighbourhood with similar sized adjoining lots and some larger 

allotments through the adjacent landscape. Lifestyle farming, commercial livestock farming (beef 

and sheep) and equine production and/or training are the most common local agricultural pursuits.  

East – Residence approximately 318m from the proposed development site 

South – Residence approximately 298m from the proposed development site 

West – Residence approximately 594m from proposed development site (new development). 

North – Residence approximately 1656.7m from the proposed development site. 

Property details 
Size of Property:    8.5 Ha  

Catchment:     Port Phillip and Westernport CMA 

Water Courses:    Unnamed 

Water Supply:     2 dams 

Services:    Electricity to the street 

Planning Zone:     Farming Zone 

Planning Overlays:    None 

Bioregion:    Central Victorian Uplands  

Ecological Vegetation Classes (EVC): Valley Grassy Forest 

     Herb-rich Foothill Forest 

Land Degradation Hazard Region: Southern Plains and Hills. 

Land Class:  Class 3   

Improvements:  Boundary and internal fencing 

 Dams (3) 

 Shedding 

Pest Plants: Salsify (Tragopogon porrifolius) 

 Willow (Salix spp.) 
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Pest Animals:  Rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus) 

Light infestation throughout property. Will be 

managed by regular shooting and ripping of 

burrows. 

     Hare (Lepus capensis) 

Seen occasionally in the area. Will be managed by 

regular shooting. 

     Fox (Vulpes vulpes) 

Seen occasionally throughout property. Will be 

managed by regular shooting.  

 

Soil Type:    Kandosol  

Geology:  

Southeast: 

Unit colluvium( Qc1): generic 

History Pliocene to Holocene (sheet flow - colluvial) 

Lithology 

diamictite (dominant); rubble (significant); clay [lithology] (significant); silt [material] 

(significant); sand (significant); gravel [material] 

(significant) 

Northwest: 

Unit Smokers Creek Volcanic Subgroup - mugearite lava (Neam): generic 

History 
Miocene to Pliocene (explosive eruption - eruption centre [environment]; lava flow 

[process] - eruption centre [environment]) 

Lithology 
lava flow [rock type] (major [proportion]); mugearite (major [proportion]); scoria (minor 

[proportion]) 

 

Annual Rainfall: 600-700 mm 
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Climatic information: 

Statistics provided by the Bureau of Meteorology for Kilmore Gap (nearest comparable weather 
site to Kilmore East. It should be noted that due to location, climatic changes and seasonal 
variability, average rainfall figures are likely to be lower on this site than stated in weather 
station data).  

 

Statistics Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual Years Plot Map 

Temperature   

Mean 
maximum 
temperature 
(°C)  

25.0 24.8 21.6 17.1 12.9 9.9 9.1 10.6 13.2 16.3 19.8 22.4 16.9 25 
1993 
2018   

Mean 
minimum 
temperature 
(°C)  

12.4 12.7 11.1 8.9 6.9 4.9 4.0 4.2 5.6 6.9 9.1 10.4 8.1 25 
1993 
2018   

Rainfall   

Mean 
rainfall 
(mm)  

47.5 48.2 44.6 54.3 57.2 67.2 61.9 61.4 60.7 50.8 67.7 48.6 684.9 23 
1994 
2018   

Decile 5 
(median) 
rainfall 
(mm)  

42.9 30.0 37.9 44.5 50.4 66.2 70.0 64.6 52.6 33.8 53.4 36.2 670.2 25 
1994 
2018   

Mean 
number of 
days of rain 
≥ 1 mm  

5.6 4.9 6.2 6.2 8.6 9.9 12.2 11.1 9.1 8.1 7.2 5.4 94.5 24 
1994 
2019   

9 am conditions   

Mean 9am 
temperature 
(°C)  

15.6 15.4 13.2 11.2 8.5 6.2 5.2 5.9 8.1 10.1 12.3 13.9 10.5 17 
1993 
2010  

  

Mean 9am 
relative 
humidity (%)  

74 77 80 81 87 91 92 88 83 78 76 73 82 17 
1993 
2010   

Mean 9am 
wind speed 
(km/h)  

26.2 26.6 23.8 23.2 22.5 25.2 24.9 25.3 25.6 25.7 25.6 25.5 25.0 16 
1993 
2010  

  

9am wind 
speed vs 
direction 
plot  

             

      
 

  

http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/averages/tables/cw_088162.shtml
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitionstemp.shtml#meanmaxtemp
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitionstemp.shtml#meanmaxtemp
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitionstemp.shtml#meanmaxtemp
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitionstemp.shtml#meanmaxtemp
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitionstemp.shtml#meanmintemp
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitionstemp.shtml#meanmintemp
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitionstemp.shtml#meanmintemp
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitionstemp.shtml#meanmintemp
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitionsrain.shtml#meanrainfall
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitionsrain.shtml#meanrainfall
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitionsrain.shtml#meanrainfall
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitionsrain.shtml#decile5rainfall
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitionsrain.shtml#decile5rainfall
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitionsrain.shtml#decile5rainfall
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitionsrain.shtml#decile5rainfall
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitionsrain.shtml#daysofrain
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitionsrain.shtml#daysofrain
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitionsrain.shtml#daysofrain
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitionsrain.shtml#daysofrain
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean9amtemp
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean9amtemp
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean9amtemp
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean9amrh
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean9amrh
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean9amrh
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean9amwind
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean9amwind
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean9amwind
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean9amwindplot
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean9amwindplot
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean9amwindplot
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean9amwindplot
http://www.bom.gov.au/jsp/ncc/cdio/cvg/av?p_stn_num=088162&p_prim_element_index=0&p_display_type=statGraph&period_of_avg=ALL&normals_years=allYearOfData&staticPage=
http://www.bom.gov.au/jsp/ncc/climate_averages/temperature/index.jsp
http://www.bom.gov.au/jsp/ncc/cdio/cvg/av?p_stn_num=088162&p_prim_element_index=8&p_display_type=statGraph&period_of_avg=ALL&normals_years=allYearOfData&staticPage=
http://www.bom.gov.au/jsp/ncc/climate_averages/temperature/index.jsp
http://www.bom.gov.au/jsp/ncc/cdio/cvg/av?p_stn_num=088162&p_prim_element_index=18&p_display_type=statGraph&period_of_avg=ALL&normals_years=allYearOfData&staticPage=
http://www.bom.gov.au/jsp/ncc/climate_averages/rainfall/index.jsp
http://www.bom.gov.au/jsp/ncc/cdio/cvg/av?p_stn_num=088162&p_prim_element_index=22&p_display_type=statGraph&period_of_avg=ALL&normals_years=allYearOfData&staticPage=
http://www.bom.gov.au/jsp/ncc/climate_averages/rainfall-percentiles/index.jsp
http://www.bom.gov.au/jsp/ncc/cdio/cvg/av?p_stn_num=088162&p_prim_element_index=25&p_display_type=statGraph&period_of_avg=ALL&normals_years=allYearOfData&staticPage=
http://www.bom.gov.au/jsp/ncc/climate_averages/raindays/index.jsp
http://www.bom.gov.au/jsp/ncc/cdio/cvg/av?p_stn_num=088162&p_prim_element_index=35&p_display_type=statGraph&period_of_avg=ALL&normals_years=allYearOfData&staticPage=
http://www.bom.gov.au/jsp/ncc/cdio/cvg/av?p_stn_num=088162&p_prim_element_index=38&p_display_type=statGraph&period_of_avg=ALL&normals_years=allYearOfData&staticPage=
http://www.bom.gov.au/jsp/ncc/climate_averages/relative-humidity/index.jsp
http://www.bom.gov.au/jsp/ncc/cdio/cvg/av?p_stn_num=088162&p_prim_element_index=40&p_display_type=statGraph&period_of_avg=ALL&normals_years=allYearOfData&staticPage=
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.9amJan.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.9amFeb.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.9amMar.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.9amApr.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.9amMay.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.9amJun.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.9amJul.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.9amAug.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.9amSep.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.9amOct.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.9amNov.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.9amDec.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.9am.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/averages/wind/wind_rose.shtml
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3 pm conditions   

Mean 3pm 
temperature 
(°C)  

22.7 22.7 20.0 15.8 11.8 9.0 8.1 9.4 11.9 14.3 17.9 20.0 15.3 17 
1993 
2010  

  

Mean 3pm 
relative 
humidity (%)  

48 49 51 59 73 81 81 74 68 61 56 51 63 17 
1993 
2010   

Mean 3pm 
wind speed 
(km/h)  

25.4 25.1 24.2 23.3 23.7 26.1 25.4 26.4 26.6 25.6 24.8 24.7 25.1 16 
1993 
2010  

  

3pm wind 
speed vs 
direction 
plot  

             

      
 

 

      

  

http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean3pmtemp
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean3pmtemp
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean3pmtemp
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean3pmrh
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean3pmrh
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean3pmrh
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean3pmwind
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean3pmwind
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean3pmwind
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean9amwindplot
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean9amwindplot
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean9amwindplot
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cdo/about/definitions9and3.shtml#mean9amwindplot
http://www.bom.gov.au/jsp/ncc/cdio/cvg/av?p_stn_num=088162&p_prim_element_index=41&p_display_type=statGraph&period_of_avg=ALL&normals_years=allYearOfData&staticPage=
http://www.bom.gov.au/jsp/ncc/cdio/cvg/av?p_stn_num=088162&p_prim_element_index=44&p_display_type=statGraph&period_of_avg=ALL&normals_years=allYearOfData&staticPage=
http://www.bom.gov.au/jsp/ncc/climate_averages/relative-humidity/index.jsp
http://www.bom.gov.au/jsp/ncc/cdio/cvg/av?p_stn_num=088162&p_prim_element_index=46&p_display_type=statGraph&period_of_avg=ALL&normals_years=allYearOfData&staticPage=
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.3pmJan.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.3pmFeb.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.3pmMar.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.3pmApr.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.3pmMay.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.3pmJun.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.3pmJul.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.3pmAug.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.3pmSep.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.3pmOct.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.3pmNov.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.3pmDec.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/clim_data/cdio/tables/pdf/windrose/IDCJCM0021.088162.3pm.pdf
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/averages/wind/wind_rose.shtml
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Action Plan    

Key Issues 
 Pest Plant Management 

 There are no Weeds of National Significance on the property. 

 For annual weeds such as cape weed, an ongoing rotational grazing 

management program will be implemented, including enhancing the 

rotational grazing capacity of the property with additional fencing, cross 

grazing and gradual pasture and soil fertility improvement. Soil testing will 

be conducted to facilitate this work.  

  Pest Animal Management 

 Light infestation observed. Ongoing management including ripping of rabbit 

burrows, shooting and trapping as required. Calicivirus has recently 

impacted the rabbits in the area.  

 Waterlogging, compaction and soil management  

 Rotational grazing program to maintain ground cover at all times – not 

grazed below 10 cms. 

 Establishment of a rotational grazing system and stabling / yarding to get 

animals off pasture to maintain ground cover in extremely wet or dry 

conditions. 

 Fencing according to land classes to facilitate grazing management and soil 

conservation.  

 Increase revegetation in key locations to increase shelter protection to 

stock, reduce wind and water erosion and top soil loss. 

 Minimum tillage techniques will be employed wherever possible in pasture 

renovation programs. 

 Estimated stocking rates for the property is 15 Dry Sheep Equivalent (DSE) 

per hectare. The available grazing hectares are estimated at 5.87Ha. This 

allows 88.05 DSE carrying capacity. Allowing for the variations in horse type, 

if horses are taken at an average 12 DSE, 7-8 horses could be grazed. This 

plan indicates a mix of stock is proposed by the landholder, therefore this 

should be assessed so the numbers do not exceed the 56.7 DSE outlined in 

this plan. Note: Grazing pressure shall be adjusted according to seasonal 

conditions and ground cover should be maintained at all times. Carrying 

capacity of the property will be improved over time through the 

implementation of the grazing and soil health program. 

Key projects 
The initial priority will be to get the house, shedding, stables, arena and yards established. After this 

time, the improvement of the balance of the property will be staged over the next 10 years. The key 

projects are listed below: 

 Business Development. 

 Establishing the stable complex, including arena, yards and spelling 

paddocks early in the property development will allow Kylie to start taking 

spelling clients on the property once the house is completed. 

 Shedding for Shane’s machinery to be established. 
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 Ongoing fencing improvements. 

 The house yard will be completed alongside the dwelling construction within 

12 months. Boundary fences will be refurbished as required to ensure stock 

containment. 

 Stable complex, yarding, spelling paddocks and arena will be completed in 

the two years subsequent to the completion of the dwelling. 

 The rotational grazing paddocks will be established in stages over 

subsequent the 2-4 years.  

 Comprehensive revegetation for stock shelter, erosion and salinity management, 

and biodiversity.  

 A biolinked approach has been taken to the revegetation plan. This will 

protect the unnamed water course and dams, provide screening around the 

residence and stable complex and wind protection to stock and the 

development area. 

 Shelter belts will be at least 10m wide with at least three planted rows of 

mixed indigenous trees and shrubs suited to the respective EVC’s (See 

Appendix Three and Eight) to create stock shelter and to reduce wind 

speeds and associated soil erosion across the property. The exception to this 

will be the tree belts between the spelling paddocks, which will be one or 

two rows of trees and shrubs to allow horses to still see each other but not 

to play over fences, reducing the risk of injury. It will also provide shade and 

shelter, which will be supplemented by shedding in theses paddocks. 

 Stock will be excluded from the dams other than for crash grazing for fuel 

reduction in Spring. These areas will be revegetated but planting will not be 

done on the dam walls or in overflows.  

 Ongoing pasture management to maintain constant groundcover (no less than 10 

cms) through appropriate stocking rates (no more than 8 horses or equivalent) for 

the property and confinement of stock to yard area (arena, stables, day yards and 

holding paddocks) when the soils and pastures are fragile, such as during extended 

dry or wet periods. This is particularly important for the areas of the property prone 

to water logging. 

 Pasture restoration and soil health 

 Given the property’s pastures are predominantly improved species, no 

pasture renovation is recommended. Soil testing should be done to set a 

baseline for enhancing soil health 

 Soil health should be maintained through good ground cover and 

introduction of additional organic matter, composts and organic fertilisers. 

Any soil amendment program should be designed in reference to five yearly 

soil testing.  

 Water Security 

  The existing dams and riparian area will be fenced off as a wetland 

biodiversity asset. Water will be provided to stock via a reticulated water 

supply with no stock access to the dams except in emergency situations and 

occasional crash grazing.  

 Water will be pumped via a solar pump to a header tank and gravity fed to 

the paddock troughs, stable complex and house garden.   
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 Revegetation 

 Revegetation will be conducted according to the industry standard of 500 

plants per hectare with species selected according to the Ecological 

Vegetation Classes (Valley Grassy Forest and Herb-rich Foothill Forest). 

 Due to the degraded nature of the revegetation areas from a native 

vegetation perspective, species selection for the first 10 years will 

concentrate on upper and mid storey species. Once established, ground 

cover and lower storey herbs can be considered. 

 10 year survival targets are 50 overstorey plants (Eucalyptus) per hectare 

and 200 understorey trees and shrubs (acacia, cassurina etc.). To achieve 

this 500 plants per hectare will be planted initially (20% large trees, 80% 

large, medium and small shrubs). 

 Plantings will be monitored and dead plants replaced if the mortality falls 

below the survival targets outlined in the previous point. 

 Species are to be selected from Appendix Eight and located on the property 

according to Appendix Three. 

 All tubestock are to be staked and guarded on planting and protected from 

stock by permanent, electrified fencing. 

 Tubestock are to be sourced from local nurseries respecting species 

provenance – such as Western Plains Flora or Valley of a Thousand Hills. 

 Planting is to be conducted in August-October each year (subject to rainfall) 

to provide adequate soil moisture for establishment. 

 Ground preparation must be conducted through spraying out or close 

grazing and deep ripping where appropriate. 

The land management program is described below. Stock husbandry is not included in the timeline, 

but is completed on an ongoing basis as necessary. 

Business operation and dwelling construction details are not included in this plan. 

LAND 
MANAGEMENT 
DEVELOPMENT 
PLAN. YEAR  

OBJECTIVE  WORK PROGRAM  

2019 Property 
establishment 

 Infrastructure - Commence work on dwelling, 
outbuildings and stable complex (see plan in 
Appendix One). 

 Fencing – Boundary fencing refurbishment 
complete. 

 Water –Install header tanks, solar pump and 
troughs for stock water. 

 Earthworks – Roads and tracks complete. 

 Soil testing – Sampled according to land classes. 
Baseline.  

 Weed control – Removal of salsify. Monitor for re-
emergence. Monitor property for Weeds of 
National Significance (WoNS 
http://www.environment.gov.au/biodiversity/inva
sive/weeds/weeds/lists/wons.html)  

http://www.environment.gov.au/biodiversity/invasive/weeds/weeds/lists/wons.html
http://www.environment.gov.au/biodiversity/invasive/weeds/weeds/lists/wons.html
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 Pest animal control – Monitor and take action as 
necessary. 

 Groundcover – Monitor / rotate grazing. Maintain 
10cm cover. 

2020  Property 
establishment  
Infrastructure 
establishment 
Weed and 
erosion 
rehabilitation 

 Infrastructure - Finalise work on dwelling, 
outbuildings and stable complex. 

 Fencing – Commence work on internal fencing – 
focus on spellers paddocks as a priority. 

 Water – Maintenance as required. 

 Weed control –Monitor. Chip or spray as 
required.  

 Pest animal control – Monitor and take action as 
necessary. 

 Groundcover – Monitor / rotate grazing. Maintain 
10cm cover. 

 Soil Amendments - Spread lime over the grazing 
areas of the property in accordance with soil test 
results. 

 Reporting – Progress report on action plan 
implementation required for submission to 
Council. 

2021  
 
 
 
 
 

  Infrastructure – Commence work on spellers 
paddock shelters. 

 Fencing – Continue work on internal fencing 
Spellers paddocks complete. Work on rotational 
paddocks and shelter belts. 

 Water – Maintenance as required. 

 Weed control –Monitor. Remove as required. 

 Pest animal control – Monitor and take action as 
necessary. 

 Groundcover – Monitor / rotate grazing. Maintain 
10cm cover. 

 Soil Amendments – Consider fertiliser choices 
according to soil test results. 

 Revegetation – Commence work on shelterbelt 
plantings (Late Winter / early Spring). 

2022 
 
 
 

  Infrastructure – Completed. Maintenance. 

 Fencing – Continue work on internal fencing – 
finalise rotational grazing fencing. 

 Water – Maintenance as required. 

 Weed control –Monitor. Remove as required. 

 Pest animal control – Monitor and take action as 
necessary. 

 Groundcover – Monitor / rotate grazing. Maintain 
10cm cover. 

 Soil Amendments – Apply according to soil test 
results. 
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 Revegetation – Continue shelter belt planting. 
(Late Winter/early Spring) 

 Reporting – Progress report on action plan 
implementation required for submission to 
Council. 

2023 
 
 
 
 
 

  Infrastructure –Maintenance as required. 

 Fencing – Finalise work on internal fencing.  

 Water – Maintenance as required. 

 Weed control –Monitor. Remove as required. 

 Pest animal control – Monitor and take action as 
necessary. 

 Groundcover – Monitor / rotate grazing. Maintain 
10cm cover. 

 Soil Amendments – Observe impact of 
application. 

 Revegetation – Continue shelter belt planting. 
(Late Winter/early Spring) 

2024 
 
 

  Infrastructure –Maintenance as required. 

 Fencing – Maintenance as required.  

 Water – Maintenance as required. 

 Weed control – Monitor. Remove as required. 

 Pest animal control – Monitor and take action as 
necessary. 

 Groundcover – Monitor / rotate grazing. Maintain 
10cm cover. 

 Soil Amendments – Monitor pasture response 
and make decisions about pasture renovation or 
soil management options. Conduct soil testing to 
compare to baseline and inform decisions for next 
year. 

 Revegetation – Finalise shelter belt planting. (Late 
Winter/early Spring) 

 Reporting – Progress report on action plan 
implementation required for submission to 
Council. 

2025 
 
 
 

  Infrastructure –Maintenance as required. 

 Fencing – Maintenance as required. 

 Water – Maintenance as required. 

 Weed control – Monitor. Remove as required. 

 Pest animal control – Monitor and take action as 
necessary. 

 Groundcover – Monitor / rotate grazing. 

 Water – Maintenance as required. 

 Soil Amendments – Consider pasture renovation 
or soil management program as indicated by 
pasture response to initial soil amendment 
program and soil test results.  
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 Revegetation – Monitor shelter belt planting for 
mortalities. Replace as required (Late 
Winter/early Spring) 

2026 
 
 
 

  Infrastructure –Maintenance as required. 

 Fencing – Maintenance as required.  

 Water – Maintenance as required. 

 Weed control – Monitor. Remove as required. 

 Pest animal control – Monitor and take action as 
necessary. 

 Groundcover – Monitor / rotate grazing. 

 Water – Maintenance as required. 

 Soil Amendments – Continue pasture renovation 
or soil management as indicated by pasture 
response to initial soil amendment program and 
soil test results.  

 Revegetation – Monitor shelter belt plantings for 
mortalities. Replace as required (Late 
Winter/early Spring) 

2027 
 
 
 
 

  Infrastructure –Maintenance as required. 

 Fencing – Maintenance as required.  

 Water – Maintenance as required. 

 Weed control – Monitor for re-emergence of 
weeds. Remove as required. 

 Pest animal control – Monitor and take action as 
necessary. 

 Groundcover – Monitor / rotate grazing. 

 Soil Amendments – Continue pasture renovation 
or soil management as indicated by pasture 
response to initial soil amendment program and 
soil test results.  

 Revegetation – Monitor shelter belt plantings for 
mortalities. Replace as required (Late 
Winter/early Spring) 

2028 
 
 

  Infrastructure –Maintenance as required. 

 Fencing – Maintenance as required. 

 Water – Maintenance as required. 

 Weed control – Monitor for re-emergence of 
weeds. Remove as required. 

 Pest animal control – Monitor and take action as 
necessary. 

 Groundcover – Monitor / rotate grazing. 

 Water – Maintenance as required. 

 Soil Amendments – Continue pasture renovation 
or soil management as indicated by pasture 
response to initial soil amendment program and 
soil test results.  
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 Revegetation – Monitor shelter belt plantings for 
mortalities. Replace as required (Late 
Winter/early Spring) 

2029   Infrastructure –Maintenance as required. 

 Fencing – Maintenance as required.  

 Water – Maintenance as required. 

 Weed control – Monitor for re-emergence of 
weeds. Remove as required. 

 Pest animal control – Monitor and take action as 
necessary. 

 Groundcover – Monitor / rotate grazing. 

 Soil Amendments – Continue pasture renovation 
or soil management as indicated by pasture 
response to initial soil amendment program and 
soil test results.  

 Revegetation – Monitor shelter belt plantings for 
mortalities. Replace as required (Late 
Winter/early Spring) 

 Reporting – Progress report on action plan 
implementation required for submission to 
Council. 
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Appendices 

Appendix One - Farm plan 
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Appendix Two – Wurundjeri traditional owners map 
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Appendix Three - Ecological Vegetation Classes (EVC)  
- Valley Grassy Forest and Herb-rich Foothill Forest 

 

1750 EVC 
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2005 EVC
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Appendix Four – Farm Zone  
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Appendix Five – Bioregion – Central Victorian Uplands  
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Appendix Six – Topographical  
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Appendix Seven – Full property aerial  
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Appendix Eight – Revegetation Species Planting Lists according to EVC 
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Appendix Nine – Gallery 
 

 

Proposed House Site 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Eastern view from house site to neighbouring property. Note storm damaged shed in the 

foreground. 
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Northern view from house site across the property. 

  

Storm damaged shed. 
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Healthy improved pastures and excellent ground cover. 

 

Salsify found at the front of the property, adjacent to the dam. 
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Dam at the front of the property 

 

Second dam viewed from house site. 
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Existing shed. 
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Appendix Ten – EVC Management Guidelines 
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